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: Low-churn Back-end Subsetting

Low-churn Back-end Subsetting
ABSTRACT
A front-end task delegates work to one or more back-end tasks. Back-end subsetting is a
technique for dividing up the pool of back-end tasks into subsets, one subset per front-end task.
This disclosure describes techniques for back-end subsetting that provide optimality and
differing trade-offs on such performance parameters as connection balance, front-end churn,
back-end churn, subset diversity, subset spread, etc.
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BACKGROUND

Fig. 1: Front-end tasks delegating work to a pool of back-end tasks
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In many situations, a front-end task (also known as instance or job) delegates its work to
one or more back-end tasks. An example is illustrated in Fig. 1, where three hundred front-end
tasks delegate their work to a pool of one thousand back-end tasks. An example front-end can be
a web server that is attempting to retrieve and serve a piece of information, e.g., a video. An
example back-end can be storage modules that store the pieces of information being sought by
the front-end web servers.
It is assumed that the number of back-end tasks required to complete a given amount of
work in reasonable time is known. For the purposes of reliability (also known as availability or
diversity), the number of front-end-to-back-end connections can be somewhat greater than the
number just needed to complete the work. Back-end subsetting is a technique for dividing up the
pool of back-end tasks into subsets, one subset per front-end task. Alternatively, back-end
subsetting can be defined as a technique used to reduce the number of connections between
front-end tasks and back-end tasks (each set typically being numbered sequentially) by only
connecting to a k-subset of the available back-end tasks.
There are several current techniques of subsetting, such as:
● The subset is the entire back-end set: Every front-end task connects to and delegates its
work to every back-end task. The problem with this technique is that it leads to too many
connections: N front-ends and M back-ends lead to N×M connections; in the example of
Fig. 1, there are three hundred thousand connections, which may be regarded as
excessively expensive or too many to feasibly manage. There is no particular reliability
advantage to be gained by connecting every front-end task to the entire set of back-end
tasks.
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●

Random subsetting: One or more back-end tasks are randomly allocated to a front-end
task. The problem with this technique is that the back-end tasks may not be uniformly
loaded: it is possible, by pure chance, that some back-end tasks don’t get allocated at all
and remain idle, while some get allocated to so many front-end tasks that they slow down
and even fail. Random subsetting results in connection imbalance, a situation where the
number of front-end-to-back-end connections doesn’t follow a uniform distribution.

● Deterministic subsetting: In deterministic subsetting, the front-end tasks are divided into
lots, and back-end tasks are distributed among front-end tasks such that there is no backend task-overlap within a single front-end lot. Back-end task-overlaps across front-end
lots are possible, but are minimized by shuffling back-end tasks.
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lot_size = floor ( backend_size / subset_size ) = floor( 13 / 4 ) = 3.
Fig. 2: Deterministic subsetting
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An example of deterministic subsetting is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the number of backend tasks is thirteen (numbered 0-12), the number of front-end tasks is six (numbered 0-5), and
the number of back-end tasks needed per front-end task is four. The lot size is determined to be
three, e.g., there are three front-end tasks per lot, and there are 6÷3 = 2 lots (lot 0 and lot 1). As
illustrated, back-end tasks are allocated to front-end tasks such that within a lot no back-end task
serves more than one front-end task. However, across lots, a back-end task can serve more than
one front-end task. For example, back-end task number 3 serves front-end tasks 0 and 3.
Deterministic subsetting is thus seen to achieve better connection balance than random
subsetting; in the example of Fig. 2, almost all the allocated back-end tasks serve the same
number (two) of front-end tasks. Shuffling the back-ends ensures that the same back-end subset
doesn’t serve more than one front-end.
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Fig. 3: Connection churn in deterministic subsetting
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Deterministic subsetting is sensitive to the number of back-end tasks available. The
number of back-end tasks in the pool can sometimes change. For example, this may happen
when a human operator or automated system adds back-end tasks to be able to handle an increase
in the amount of incoming work. When this happens, the back-end shuffling order can change
substantially (and so can the lot size). Subsequently, the front-end-to-back-end mappings change
substantially. For example, in Fig. 3, the number of back-end tasks drops by just 1, from 13 to
12, as compared to Fig. 2. The front-end task 0 is now served by back-end tasks {8, 11, 4, 0},
substantially different from the subset {12, 0, 11, 3} of back-end tasks that served it in Fig. 2.
Deterministic subsetting can be subject to connection churn, an undesirable effect.
An optimal back-end subsetting technique has the following properties:
● Zero front-end churn: Changes in the number of front-end tasks don’t cause churn.
● Minimal back-end churn: Changes to assigned subsets, if any, should be proportional to the
change in the number of back-end tasks.
● Connection balance: The number of connections that each back-end has to front-ends should
be evenly distributed, e.g., follow a uniform or nearly uniform distribution.
● Subset diversity: For increased reliability, different front-ends should have back-ends that are
as dissimilar as possible. This is to prevent outages on one subset of back-ends from affecting
more than one front-end. Subset diversity is the amount of variation between subsets
assigned to different front-ends.
● Subset spread: Front-ends shouldn’t receive back-ends with closely-spaced indices. This is
because back-ends can receive software upgrades in sequential order, and during a software
upgrade, the back-end is unavailable. Allocating back-ends sequentially, or almost
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sequentially, to a front-end can mean that all, or a substantial number, of back-ends allocated
to a given front-end are simultaneously unavailable due to in-process software upgrade.
Current subsetting techniques perform poorly in one or more of the above criteria. For
example, Deterministic Aperture [4] suffers from connection churn, front-end churn, and poor
subset diversity, although it has good connection balance. Rendezvous (highest random weight)
hashing [7] has connection balance no better than random subsetting for sequentially numbered
tasks.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques for back-end subsetting that provide optimality and
differing trade-offs on performance parameters such as connection balance, front-end churn,
back-end churn, subset diversity, subset spread, etc. The techniques include:
● Use of a low-discrepancy sequence to improve connection balance for consistent hashing.
● Evenly spacing back-ends and/or front-ends to further improve connection balance.
● Partitioning front-ends and back-ends into fixed-size groups that can be shuffled to
improve subset diversity without significantly worsening connection balance or
connection churn.
Each of the above is described in greater detail below and various techniques can be applied in
combination.
Use of a low-discrepancy sequence to improve connection balance for consistent hashing
Typically in consistent hashing, items (e.g., front-ends and back-ends in the case of backend subsetting) are placed on a circle at random positions. If the items are sequentially
numbered, then using a low-discrepancy sequence (e.g., the binary van der Corput sequence, or a
linear congruential generator using the golden ratio, as is used in Fibonacci hashing), results in
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the items being spaced more uniformly than typical pseudorandom number generators or hash
functions. In the case of the binary van der Corput sequence, the ratio between the largest and
smallest gaps between items is bounded to at most two.

Fig. 4: Subsetting using van der Corput sequences around a circle
A technique using this principle is illustrated in Fig. 4.
1. For each back-end n, place it on the unit circle using the nth element of the binary van der
Corput sequence as its position. In Fig. 4, the back-end size is 8, and the back-ends (blue
font) are placed clockwise around the circle using their van der Corput order, e.g., {0. 4,
2, 6, 1, 5, 3, 7}. As indicated in their binary expansion, the binary van der Corput
sequence is equivalent to bit-reversed whole numbers. For the example back-end size of
8, the ratio between the largest and the smallest arc-lengths is unity; as mentioned earlier,
in a worst case, it is no more than two. The property of the van der Corput sequence is
thus to yield a nearly uniform distribution of back-ends on the circle.
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2. To determine a subset for a front-end m, use the mth element of the binary van der
Corput sequence as the starting position, and select the first k back-ends by moving, e.g.,
clockwise, around the circle. In Fig. 4, the zeroth (m=0) front-end is assigned back-ends
traced by the red arc, e.g., {0, 4, 2}. The first (m=1) front-end is assigned back-ends
traced by the purple arc, e.g., {1, 5, 3}.
Adding a new back-end task does not disturb the existing positions of the back-end tasks; for
example, in Fig. 4, back-end number 8 will bisect the arc between back-end positions 0 and 4.
Therefore, the described techniques produce minimal churn. The introduction of back-end
number 8 also makes the back-end placement around the circle uneven; for example, the distance
between back-ends 2 and 4 is twice the distance between back-ends 4 and 8. Thus, by using a
van der Corput sequence for subsetting, the techniques result in good connection balance across
the back-ends, ample subset spread (back-ends allotted to a front-end have indices far away from
each other), zero front-end churn, and minimal back-end churn.
The van der Corput sequence is particularly useful in practice, as it has a correspondence
to bit-reversal permutations, which enables the ordering of items by their position in O(n) time,
rather than the typical O(n log n) time obtained by sorting. The lower O(n) time is achieved as
follows. To assign subsets, the order of back-ends on the unit circle must be known: typically
this would be done with an O(n log n) sorting algorithm, but the back-end for a position can be
determined in constant time, so the ordering can be determined in O(n) time by iterating through
all possible positions. For example, in Fig. 4, the 8 back-ends will be placed at equidistant
positions on the unit circle (which can be numbered 0 to 7). Back-end 4 is represented in binary
as 0b100, and reversing the bits gives 0b001, indicating the back-end is in position 1. Dividing
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by 8 gives the binary fraction 0.001, which is the position on the unit circle and the
corresponding element of the van der Corput sequence.
Evenly spacing back-ends and/or front-ends to improve connection balance

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Evenly spacing back-ends to further improve connection balance
The use of a low-discrepancy sequence results in the items (both front-ends and backends) being fairly uniformly spaced on the circle, but not perfectly. As noted earlier, and as
illustrated in Fig. 5(a), the ratio between the largest and the smallest inter-back-end distance on
the circle can be as high as two. As illustrated in Fig. 5(b), the spacing uniformity of back-ends
can be further improved by moving them, without changing their order, such that they are evenly
spaced. This can increase connection churn, but the effect is small. This technique is referred to
as back-end scaling when done for back-ends, and front-end scaling when done for front-ends.
When using both back-end and front-end scaling, both front-ends and back-ends will be
evenly spaced, resulting in an optimal connection balance. This is similar to Deterministic
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Aperture, but the use of a low-discrepancy sequence such as a van der Corput sequence
significantly reduces connection churn.
Front-end scaling can cause the subsetting algorithm to be dependent on the front-end
size, thereby introducing connection churn from front-end size changes. However, back-end
scaling can be used without front-end scaling, which improves connection balance when the
front-end size is much larger than the back-end size.
Partitioning front-ends and back-ends into fixed-size groups that can be shuffled to improve
subset diversity without significantly worsening connection balance or connection churn
The front-end and back-end tasks are partitioned into lots, which are groups of a fixed
size L. Each back-end lot is shuffled, in order, such that front-end tasks within the same frontend lot see the same order of back-end tasks after shuffling. One way to achieve this is to use a
pseudorandom number generator seeded with the index of the front-end lot. In order to avoid the
shuffled order changing as back-end tasks are added and removed, the last back-end lot is padded
with placeholder back-end tasks (which are ignored later), such that all back-end lots are the
same size.
Alternatively, this process can be described as a 2D grid (or torus) of back-end tasks with
L rows. Each column in this grid represents a back-end lot. The back-end tasks are filled into the
grid in column-major order, and each column is shuffled in order.
One of the previously described techniques is then used on the front-end and back-end
lots. This provides an ordering of back-end lots and a starting position in that order. Using the
2D grid description, the columns are reordered to obtain a starting column for the front-end lot.
Each of the front-end tasks in the front-end lot obtains a starting row. Since the number
of front-end tasks in each front-end lot is the same as the number of back-end tasks in each back-
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end lot (L), a permutation from front-end tasks to starting rows can be obtained. A lowdiscrepancy sequence can be used to produce this permutation, but the effect on connection
balance is minimal when L is small.
To select its subset, each front-end task moves in row-major order from the starting row
and column, skipping any back-end tasks used for padding. Only equidistributed sequences are
used to order the back-ends around the circle; these are placed at uniformly spaced positions. The
assignment procedure is illustrated in the pseudocode below.
algorithm assign_subset(grid, starting_row, starting_column, k) {
subset = []
for row_offset = 0;
row_offset < grid.height;
row_offset++ {
for column_offset = 0;
column_offset < grid.width;
column_offset++ {
let row = (starting_row + row_offset) mod grid.height
let column = (starting_column + column_offset) mod
grid.width
let backend_task = grid[column][row]
if len(subset) < k and backend_task is not padding {
add backend_task to subset
}
} }
return subset
}
Increasing L can degrade connection balance, but as subset diversity increases proportional to
factorial(L), small values can provide sufficient diversity in practice.
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Fig. 6: (a) A matrix of back-end tasks divided into lots for front-end lot 1, which comprises
front-end tasks 10-19; (b) Shuffling within each back-end lot (e.g., columns of the back-end
tasks) using a PRNG seeded with the front-end lot index; (c) Ordering the back-end lots
using a van der Corput sequence and determining the starting back-end lot for this frontend lot (indicated by the red line); (d) Permuting the front-end tasks and assigning subsets
of back-end tasks to front-ends.
Fig. 6 illustrates an example of partitioning front-ends and back-ends into fixed-size
groups that can be shuffled to improve subset diversity without significantly worsening
connection balance or connection churn. In this example, there are ten front-end tasks per lot
(L=10), and the size of the back-end is 55. Tasks 55-59 are placeholder tasks, indicated in
greyed-out fonts.
Fig. 6(a) illustrates a matrix of back-end tasks divided into lots for front-end lot 1, which
comprises front-end tasks 10-19. Fig. 6(b) illustrates shuffling within each back-end lot (e.g.,
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columns of the back-end tasks) using a pseudorandom number generator seeded with the frontend lot index. Fig. 6(c) illustrates ordering the back-end lots using a van der Corput sequence and
determining the starting back-end lot for this front-end lot (indicated by the red line). Fig. 6(d)
illustrates permuting the front-end tasks and assigning subsets of back-end tasks to front-ends.
The subset corresponding to a given front-end task is found by starting from the red line
of the row of the front-end task and reading out as many back-end tasks as there are in a subset.
Placeholder tasks are omitted. For example, front-end task 0 is assigned to the back-end subset
{13, 50, 36, 3, 41, 24}. Front-end task 2 is assigned the back-end subset {18, 31, 1, 47, 25, 16}.
Front-end task 1 is assigned the back-end subset {17, 53, 35, 6, 44, 20}.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques for back-end subsetting that provide optimality and
differing trade-offs on such performance parameters as connection balance, front-end churn,
back-end churn, subset diversity, subset spread, etc.
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